
Photo scout 
 

 

Job Description:  
 
The photo scouts actively search for photo series on the topics of gender and sexual diversity. Pride 

Photo Award contacts the scouted photographers to interest them in entering the contest and to 

request permission to link the photo series on Facebook.  

The photo scouts use search terms to find series, others ‘adopt’ a photo magazine (print or online or 

press agency), look for newly awarded photo prizes or current exhibitions to find who is doing a  

series that is on topic.  

When you find good series, you can share the information by entering it in a Google doc.  

Every few weeks the scouts meet and discuss the newly scouted photos. We decide which 

photographers will be contacted, we exchange experiences on which methods were most effective 

and we distribute tasks for the next period.  

Profile (knowledge / experience):  
 

 You need to be comfortable using the internet 

 Speaking languages other than Dutch or English would be extra welcome (Dutch or English 

required) 

 It helps if you have an eye for photography 

 It helps if you know how to use Google docs 

 Be diverse! Heterosexual people are welcome too ; ) 

Reward (what’s in it for you): 
 

 You might be the one who finds next year’s winner 

 You are part of a group of scouts (Dutch and non-Dutch) and interact with the staff, the team 

is very diverse 

 It’s very flexible work, you can do it where and when you like (we offer a workplace in our 

office in the centre of Amsterdam with Wifi if you have a laptop) 

Value (what’s in it for us): 
 

 Scouting helps us find potential entrants  

 We share the best photos series on Facebook, which helps us generate content to keep our 

audience interested 

 



Coaching / supervision: 
 

 The first few sessions you do at the office, to get an idea of the material we are looking for  

 We teach you how Google Docs works if you are not familiar with it 

 We regularly exchange experiences 

Working hours:  
 

 Very flexible 

 At least a few hours every few weeks: try to send us at least one good photo series every 

week on average (two series every few weeks is fine too)  

 All year round 

Number of people: 
 

 Up to 10 


